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s, z, and z iBespectively, The Society's rendering represents the correct Arabic pronunciation of these letters, but they are not so pronounced in Persian and Urdu, In this work it Is almost entirely place-names in India that are transliterated into English, and their equivalents by the Society's system would be not only unfamiliar but incorrect. 1 have-thought It unnecessary to add any separate Table showing the system of transliteration adopted In the Catalogaie because in the Mint Notes and mint columns, both Persian and English forms of each mint-name are given together.
The total number of coins in the combined Collection here catalogued Is 3,283—195 gold, 2,544 silver, and 544 copper—from 184 different mints. The Iiodgors Cabinet of Mughal coins contained 1,559 specimens—5# gold, 1,021 silver, and 485 copper—from 90 mints. The Lahore Collection is now on tlio whole thoroughly representative oif the various Issues. It Is very strong in the copper Hories, and the silver coins of Babur and Ilumfiyfm are particularly good. The zodiacal coins of Jahunglr are poor, and there are none of the extremely scarce large pieces of the early Mugjials; but, 011 the other hand, the rare small silver coins and silver largesse money arc well to the front. The only emperors unrepresented arc the three pretenders or claimants, Dflwar Baklislij Shah Shuj*V, and 'Azimu-sh-shfln.
As an Introduction 1 have written a few general remarks on the coins of the Mughal Emperors, and these are followed by Notes on the Mints whose Issues are described in this work. In both Introduction and Notes I have Incorporated miiterialn from my papers 'The Mint Towns of the Mughal Emperors of India' (J.A.8.B., 1912), «Tho Place of Coins in Indian History * (Jtmrnal of the Panjab Historical tiodetfi), and from my Catalogue of the Collection of Coins in the Dehll Museum of Archaeology. Mr. II, Nelson Wright lias very kindly allowed me to make use of the Mint Notes in the Indian Museum Catalogue. I have endeavoured to make this Introduction

